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Ten years ago I saw him for the first time: Lyndon Harris, pastor of St.Paul's Chapel in 

New York. It was a Sunday service, on a cool summer morning at 08:00 early, the streets 

of the Southern tip of Manhattan still empty. But at the end of the service the Broadway 

was seething with activity, St. Paul is situated in the middle of the power. Some streets 

away the financial district with Wall Street and federal Reserve. Just some steps to 

town hall and One Police Plaza or the buildings of the highest courts. On the other side 

of the old cemetery with its centuries old stones around St. Paul's, gleaming through the 

green Platanen trees: The two towers of the World Trade Center, one hundred and ten 

stories high. 

At this morning the guardian let the small community in while the many homeless, who 

were allowed to sleep on the gallery, left the building. Our new cleric introduced 

himself. Lyndon Harris was 40 years old, a optimistic Southerner, whose sermones at the 

National Cathedral had found the sympathy of rector Matthews of the Anglican Trinity 

Church at Wall Street, the mother church of St. Paul's. His father had died before his 

eleventh birthday, Harris told, his mother had kept the family together, a steel 

magnolia insisting that life is an invitation, there is always room for one more at the 

table, no matter how much on it or how old it may be - and he pointed to the walls of 

St. Paul laughing. 

In British colonial times St. Paul was a chapel for farmers and shepherds. It was not 

touched by the fire of 1776, which destroyed New York and Trinity church, after British 

troops had driven out the American rebels. The rebel-general George Washington had a 

lucky escape; General Richard Montgomery not - he is put to rest in St. Paul's, directly 

behind the altar. In the silhouette of the altar is a cenotaph from white marmor, the 

first national memorial of the US. In September 1788 New York became the first capital, 

Washington first president - and St. Paul his church. After he was sworn in on the 30th 

of April 1789 Washington prayed in St. Paul under the first national emblem of the US: A 

banderole "E pluribus unum", in the beak of a turkey, the original animal in the coat of 

arms. The president's lodge is untouched. Ten years ago it was a first-aid-station and 

chirurgical ambulance for the burnt feed of hundreds of citizens. 

11th September 2001, 08:30. The tv studios of Trinity Church, a stone’s throw away 

from St. Paul and the towers of WTC, begin the prepare for a broadcast with Rowan 

Williams, the next head of the Anglican Church. Trinity Church at the Wall Street is one 

of the richest communities. Gifts from the British Crown once set it in possession of 

large parts of Manhattan, at the Lower West Side alone it possesses 27 buildings with 
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more than 600.000 square meters of rooms to rent out. With the income Trinity not only 

pays the finest church music in the new-gothic cathedral, but finances soup-kitchens 

and homes for the elderly and many activities in the countries of the Commonwealth. 

The influence of Trinity, the power and range of its rector Dr. Daniel P. Matthews can 

hardly be under-estimated. The bankers of Wall Street humbly knock at his door, to be 

allowed a seat in Trinity's synod. 

Before the start of the interview in the studio AAF 11 hits the Northern tower. Witnesses 

speak about human body parts on the streets. Later UAF 175 hits the Southern tower. A 

terror attack. Pastor Harris runs to Trinity's kindergarten to bring the children to safety. 

Firemen go into the towers, lots of medics. Its raining humans. They come from the 

black clouds over the fires. They burst on the ground like raindrops. A dozen, hundred 

two hundred. 

The Southern tower collapses. Dense dustfog enters the rooms. Lyndon gives out wet 

paper towels to the children. Black out and darkness. He leads the children out, away 

from the towers. Heavy wind through the alleys, the earth is shaking. The Northern 

tower is gone. 

Rector Matthews did not take care for nothing, not the children, not his guest the 

archbishop. He run to the ferry to Staten Island and then went South. A long planned 

class meeting. 

[page 2] The following day: A light wind spreads the smell of burning bodies over 

Manhattan. I see the crematory-cloud, a grey hand over Midtown, and tape the cracks in 

the balcony door. Southern Manhattan tip is blocked by military and police. Lyndon 

wears his Talar, they allow him in. He wants to go to the place of the attack, to give the 

last sacraments, safe Washingtons turkey. The steel of the towers made a gaping hole, 

the pit, where fire burns through the winter. He finds St. Paul undistorted, not one 

window shattered. The large Plane trees held up the pressure wave, one tree is fallen. 

The cemetery is buried. Harris forms a plan. 

Hundreds work in the pit searching for survivors. Harris sees the body parts and the body 

sacks. Father James, a veteran of Vietnam, tells him: If you have to vomit, just do it. 

And then come back. Many body parts. Lyndon spreads the holy oil with a sprayer. Who 

helps the helpers, there is no place. Except St. Paul. 

In St. Paul Harris explains his plan to bishop Griswold, the head of the Anglican Church 

in America, who also came over the blocks. The chapel was not destroyed for one 

purpose: "It's the chapel of the people. St. Paul is the home for the people in the pit." 
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He will open the chapel for firemen, policemen and their rescue dogs, soldiers and 

steelworkers, all the thousands coming to no mans land to rescue. He opens the bell 

tower for the caretaker of the houses from Trinity, who were called in by rector 

Matthews from the safety of the capital: The President wants a nationwide ringing of 

the bells. So they bang against the bells with an iron rod they found for twelve times. 

The machines on Ground Zero stop, silence, some knee in the dust. 

Not sure about the static of the chapel Lyndon starts to give out eat and drink in front 

of it, around the clock, free for everybody at Ground Zero. Health inspectors intervene, 

cops turn them gently away. Steelworkers weld some grills, Lyndon puts them under 

Montgomery's memorial. When electricity returns they cook in the Sakristei. From the 

hotel kitchens and restaurants of New York 3.000 menus arrive a day. Members of the 

community organise volunteers coming to St. Paul: Christs, Muslims, Jews, Buddhists, 

Atheists, Sikhs, Hindus - e pluribus unum. Boxes of donations arrive: Dressing, socks, 

soap, chocolate, underwear, cushions, blankets. Many heavy duty working shoes, for 

those whose shoesoles burnt on the hot steel. Food for the research dogs who find no 

survivors and only can be calmed when they "save" a hidden worker from the ruins. 

People sleep in make shift beds, on the church pews, massage for those whose backs 

hurt after hours of searching for bones in the ashes. They collect 21.800 human parts of 

2752 dead, 1630 identified. 

In the pit Lyndon is the only pastor (Seelsorger) from Trinity. Workers, policemen, 

soldiers live in the pit and St. Paul some for weeks. No one eats or sleeps in front of the 

altar, the first rows of the banks receive no scratches. The foot ambulance in 

Washington’s lodge, as Lyndon wanted it, as a memory for 1777, when Washington’s 

beaten troops stay in Valley Forge with torn shoes and Lumpen at the bloody feet. Every 

day music, jazz, Mozart, Bach. Everywhere children letters, they come in even without 

address. The nation knows about St. Paul. Lyndon Harris created the youngest cenotaph 

of the US. 2010 two and a half million visitors. 

Rector Matthews is back on the 17th of September 2001 and wants accounting. He 

invites into the bureaus of Davis Polk LLC, one of the most powerful law firms on this 

planet. Matthews and his vicar Samuel J. Howard inspected St. Paul and are appalled by 

those dirty people. "Who are all these blokes?" Matthews wants to know. "When will St. 

Paul be a church again?" asks Howard. "We were never more of a church" answers 

Lyndon. Howard kicks out one of the volunteers and denies the Thanksgiving meal for 

the workers and their families. Harris is reprimanded: He is not allowed to speak to 
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reporters. Trinity's insurance does not cover his activities in the pit. Matthews and 

Howard claim, that the expenses for the workers in St. Paul would be so high, that it 

would be impossible to stage Handel's Messiah in Trinity at Christmas, a tradition 

unbroken since 1770. As a direct result the radio station WQXR pays 20.000 dollar to 

rector Matthews, to safe the performance. Trinity's financial documents show: The 

incoming donations for the heroes at St. Paul, mostly collected in schools and churches 

of the Nation, resulted in a surplus, four weeks after Christmas increased to 158.502 

dollars. Matthews and Howard now present the Breed report, written by a committee 

they installed themselves: Right, there is no financial burden for Trinity - but Lyndon is 

capable of breech of conduct and massive breech of rules. Because of the insurance 

problem St. Paul must be closed immediately and then become a "nice chapel" again. 

When in February the archbishop of Canterbury visits St. Paul and speaks with workers 

and policemen, Lyndon leads him through the crowded chapel over the cemetery to 

Ground Zero. The cameras show Matthews as a side figure. 

Next Matthews and Howard produce the writing of an environment authority, demanding 

the closure of the chapel, because of dust on the roof. The churchmen say that they’ll 

close St. Paul at Easter 2002. That produces uproar among the thousands who work at 

Ground Zero and have it as refuge, "an oasis in hell" as Gail Douglas, Vice Commander of 

police at Ground Zero puts it. The clergy of New York say: Closing the chapel at Easter 

is as rolling the stone before Jesus' tomb again. In the New York Times Tina Kelley 

comments the reactions, when hundreds of body parts are found at the bottom of a lift 

shaft. The worker collect 10.000 dollar for Lyndon, the New York Times chips in 

200.000: St. Paul is untouched by Matthews and Howard until June 2002. 

[page 3] Now it goes fast. They clean up. The fallen Platane had started to bud in 

spring, the community of St. Paul followed the development fascinated: The tree 

survived, Ground Zero would be full of life again. Matthew and Harris got rid of the tree 

and have the roots poured out with metal. The ten thousand children letter shall be put 

away. I write to Matthews and as professor for Pädiatrie authenticate the fact, that 

theses letters are unique documents. I want to analyse them together with colleagues 

from Harvard university. A personal meeting results in an eclat: When Lyndon Harris 

accidentally stood beside me, Matthews exploded - he would more likely destroy the 

children letters than allow Harris another “claim to fame”. I write again, finally an 

assistant of Matthews says, that the letters should be kept. No further details. Before 

they are taken away I photograph them, and later the traces they left on the dusty 
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walls. Next are the pews. They are taken away under the protest of the people who 

found refuge on them. With the pews the last authentic objects are taken away, 

witnesses to what happened. In the chapel now arranged artefacts and a photo gallery, 

installed by Matthews and featuring him prominently. Lyndon Harris gets delayed 

(entlasssen) in October 2002, officially to carry on his theological studies: No salary, no 

health insurance for himself or his family. Rector Matthews and his close friend, the 

Anglican bishop of New York Sisk know very well that Harris became ill with lung 

desease in church service, but they do not care. Finally a judge rules: Harris health was 

damaged by his continual stay at Ground Zero, when he breathed poisonous dust for 240 

days. The judge dictates in the protocol that she feels admiration for his work for all 

who came to St. Paul seeking refuge. Clergy are not called under the category "worker 

at ground zero", but the judge rules that Harris becomes case number 522.326 for the 

WTC Volunteer Found. 

Bishop Sisk has no job for Lyndon Harris in his whole diocese. After two years of extreme 

financial distress, Sisk offers him a rectorate (Pfarrstelle) in a crime and drug ridden 

Harlem neighbourhood. Fearing for the safety of his wife and daughter Harris turns this 

down. Applications for other open positions for Anglican pastors are turned down. 

Depths increase. The house becomes attached (wird gepfändet). His marriage ends 

2005. In summer 2009 the Lutheran community of the former German Johanneskirche in 

the Village offers him a job and a humble apartment. He accepts. Now, in the spring of 

this year (2011), bishop Sisk prefers charges because of disciplinary reasons, no details 

are known, and before a hearing he takes away Harris' license for holding service and 

leading a community, and offers a church attorney. Because Harris is under Anglican 

authority the Lutherans have no other choice but to end their contract with him at the 

end of July. 

Now, some weeks before the world will commemorate the 11th of September from ten 

years ago, Lyndon Harris is homeless in New York, banned as Anglican pastor, and laid 

off by the Lutherans. In August he went to his sister in South Carolina. 

Samuel J. Howard, one the vicar of rector Matthews, is now Anglican bishop of Florida. 

He towered over his two contenders "as one of the leaders of the congregation and the 

personal of Trinity Church and St. Paul's Chapel in the wake of the 11th of September 

2001". Yearly income: 206.237 dollar. The St. Paul community gossips, that the new 

bishop demanded first a new private house, plus Cadillac, and memberships in clubs. 
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His farewell as rector of Trinity Church celebrated Matthews in 2004 in the cathedral St. 

John The Divine, the fourth largest church of the world. In front of the altar stood 

tables gushing over with food, well decorated tables. Very expensive wine and 

champagne. The power elite of New York strolled around. At the end of the revelry 

every visitor received a video for the major glory of Matthews, for the diocese of 

Tennessee he is "an apostle of hope and saving for Lower Manhattan after the attack of 

11th of September". As "Ground hero" he lectures from Anglican cathedrae: "I had the 

privilege to sacrifice myself relentlessly … ". 2005 he received the OBE by the Queen. In 

recognition for his exceptional role at Ground Zero, as he puts it. I asked the Royal 

Housholds and Honours Secretary, whether this would be true. No, is the answer, 

Matthews received the honour for "his beneficiary services in the British 

Commonwealth". 

I know of history's re-writing. I am used with the invention of reality since I discovered 

for myself, how much the elite of German medicine tries to perfume away the smell of 

the KZs. But I turned numb by payne when president Vaclav Havel was greeted with a 

handshake by Matthews in St. Paul in September 2002. Havel, who liberated himself and 

his whole country from Stalin's web of lies, who described the life in the public lie, 

came to ST. Paul as a location of human authenticity - and fell prey to Matthews web of 

lies. This happened to President Bush on the fifth anniversary, and so it will happen to 

President Obama, when he'll visit for the tenth anniversary together with Bush. They 

never heard of Lyndon Harris, he's erased to a non-person. Maybe the new rector of the 

mighty Trinity Church and the new bishop of New York try to live in the truth. 

When on the 7th of November 2004 my daughter Isabel was baptised in St. Paul I 

insisted on the presence of Lyndon Harris. It was the last time he wore his black Talar in 

the chapel. When I visit the Sunday service today in St. Paul I am not able to fold my 

Hands. 


